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The behaviour of a fully rough turbulent boundary layer subjected to favourable 
pressure gradients both with and without blowing was investigated experimentally 
using a porous tost surface composed of densely packed spheres of uniform size. 
Measurements of profiles of mean velocity and the components of the Reynolds-stress 
tensor are reported for both unblown and blown layers. Skin-friction coefficients were 
determined from measurements of the Reynolds shear stress and mean velocity. 

An appropriate acceleration parameter K ,  for fully rough layers is defined which 
is dependent on a characteristic roughness dimension but independent of molecular 
viscosity. For a constant blowing fraction F greater than or equal to zero, the fully 
rough turbulent boundary layer reaches an equilibrium state when K,  is held constant. 
Profiles of the mean velocity and the components of the Reynolds-stress tensor are 
then similar in the flow direction and the skin-friction coefficient, momentum thickness, 
boundary-layer shape factor and the Clauser shape factor and pressure-gradient 
parameter all become constant. 

Acceleration of a fully rough layer decreases the normalized turbulent kinetic 
energy and makes the turbulence field much less isotropic in the inner region (for 
P equal to zero) compared with zero-pressure-gradient fully rough layers. The values 
of the Reynolds-shear-stress correlation coeEcients, however, are unaffected by 
acceleration or blowing and are identical with values previously reported for smooth- 
wall and zero-pressure-gradient rough-wall flows. Increasing values of the roughness 
Reynolds number with acceleration indicate that the fully rough layer does not tend 
towards the transitionally rough or smooth-wall state when accelerated. 

1. Introduction 
Surface roughness can have profound effects on the structure and behaviour of 

a turbulent boundary layer. A number of experimental investigations in the past have 
shown that these effects depend on the size, distribution and shape of the roughness 
elements. The standard procedure has been to lump these parameters into a single 
characteristic length scale, the equivalent sand grain roughness ks, evaluated by 
comparison with the results of the classic experiments on rough pipe flow of Nikuradse 
(1933). With ks determined, skin-friction coefficients and mean velocity profiles have 
been related to a roughness Reynolds number Re, = ksU7/v, where U, is the friction 
velocity. The advent of more sophisticated turbulence models and prediction schemes, 
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however, has increased the need for more detailed data on the turbulence field. Several 
previous studies have investigated the structure of fully rough boundary layers (see, 
for example, Blake 1970; Grass 1971; Pimenta 1975), but no information is available 
concerning the effects of acceleration and transpiration on the structure. 

The rough surface chosen for study in the Stanford programme is a porous flat plate 
(figure 1,  plate 1) composed of uniform (1.27 mm) diameter spheres packed in the most 
dense array. The roughness is thus deterministic, with a size and distribution describ- 
able by a single length scale (the sphere radius r ) ,  and the surface elements retain the 
three-dimensional character of many naturally occurring rough surfaces. 

Zero-pressure-gradient results from this programme have been reported by Healzer 
(1974) and Pimenta (1975). Healzer presented skin-friction data and surface heat- 
transfer data both with and without blowing for several velocities which included the 
transitionally rough and fully rough flow regimes. Pimenta reported comprehensive 
measurements of the fluid dynamics and heat transfer in both transitionally 
rough and fully rough zero-pressure-gradient layers both with and without 
blowing. 

The present paper reports the fluid-dynamic results of a study of the effects of 
acceleration on the fully rough turbulent boundary layer. This subject was investigated 
because of its importance in the flow in nozzles and over turbine blades and re-entry 
vehicles and also as a logical step in the overall programme by examining the simul- 
taneous effects on the turbulence field of roughness and acceleration both with and 
without blowing. 

Previously published studies of the combined effects of acceleration and roughness 
on the turbulent boundary layer have reported only values of the wall heat flux. 
Reshotko, Boldman & Ehlers (1970) and Banerian & McKillop (1974) investigated 
nozzle wall flows, while Chen (1972) cited experimental results for flow over hemi- 
spheres. No boundary-layer information was obtained in these studies. 

In  the following discussion, the requirements for establishing equilibrium in a fully 
rough turbulent boundary layer with a pressure gradient and transpiration are 
developed. Experimental results for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium accelerated 
layers are then presented and the effects of acceleration and roughness on turbulent 
boundary-layer behaviour examined. 

2. Equilibrium conditions 
Background 

When a turbulent boundary layer becomes similar in the flow direction, in some non- 
dimensional sense, it is usually termed an ‘equilibrium’ flow. The term is generally 
applied on the basis of similarity in the normalized mean velocity profiles, even though 
a truly equilibrium turbulent flow should exhibit similarity in both the mean profiles 
and the turbulence quantities. 

Rotta (1950) examined the conditions which would yield a smooth-wall turbulent 
boundary layer in which the velocity profile was distorted only affinely in the flow 
direction. He termed such flows ‘similar ’ and showed that, neglecting the viscous wall 
region, the equations describing the flow become ordinary differential equations if 
QC, = constant and Urn = axm, where a and m are constants, $Cj = 7,/(po0 7.7:) and 7ul is 
the wall shear stress. For a layer where the friction coefficient is almost independent 
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of x, similar solutions exist which depend only on m and gC,, and the boundary-layer 
thickness increases linearly with x. 

Clauser (1 954) presented experimental verification of the existence of similar 
turbulent boundary-layer flows on smooth walls for two different adverse pressure 
gradients. He termed such behaviour ‘equilibrium’ and defined it as the case where 
both a shaw factor 

H-1 i 
G =  ( T ) i g p  

and a pressure-gradient parameter /3 = (8‘/rw)dP/dx were independent of x. The 
boundary-layer shape factor H is defined as the ratio of the displacement thickness 
S, to the momentum thickness 8,. In  a later paper, Clauser (1956) showed that the 
correct choice for the length scale 6’ was the displacement thickness, so that 

8, dP p = - -  
rw dx’ 

It should be noted that Clauser’s shape factor G is identical with that presented 
earlier by Rotta (1  950, 1955). 

In  a definitive discussion of equilibrium turbulent boundary-layer flow, Rotta 
(1962) showed that the conditions required for exact equilibrium behaviour (reduction 
of the equations of motion to an ordinary differential equation) are 

+C, = constant, (3) 

dS,/dx = constant, (4) 

p = constant. (5 )  

Two flows obeying these constraints exactly are flow over a smooth wall with 
U, - l/(xo - x), where xo > x, and flow over a uniformly rough wall with 

U, - exp (xU;ldU,/dx). 

Other variations of U, were shown either to require the roughness to vary with x or 
not to satisfy exactly the conditions above. 

There are indications based on experimental rough-wall studies that exact equi- 
librium cases exist for conditions outside the velocity and roughness criteria above. 
Perry, Schofield & Joubert (1  969) found t,hat a zero-pressure-gradient turbulent 
boundary layer developing over a two-dimensional cavity-type roughness of constant 
height conformed to Rotta’s conditions for self-preserving flow. 

The ful ly  rough layer 

In  order to determine the conditions for which equilibrium will be obtained in a fully 
rough turbulent boundary layer with a pressure gradient and transpiration, consider 
the two-dimensional momentum integral equation 

where the variation of pm with x has been neglected, as have the normal Reynolds 
stresses. The blowing fraction F is defined as F = pwVw/pm U , ,  where V, is the velocity 
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of the transpired tiuid at the wall. For the zero-pressure-gradient, fully rough state. 
Healzer (1974) has shown that the skin friction is independent of the Reynolds number 
and can be functionally represented as 

ipf = f(S,/., F ) ,  (7) 

where r is a length scale characteristic of the roughness elements and is taken as the 
sphere radius in this study. 

One condition necessary for equilibrium is that *C, be constant. In  addition, con- 
sider the case of constant F assuming that the functional form of (7) will remain valid 
for flows with a pressure gradient. Under these conditions, S2 is constant and (6) 
becomes 

QCf+F = ( 2 + H ) - -  = constant. ( 8 )  
8 2  dU, 
u, ax 

Defining a pressure-gradient parameter for fully rough flow as 

r dU, 
u, ax I 

K =-- 

(8) can be written as 

for equilibrium conditions. For F and K,  constant, i t  can also be shown that 

For a fully rough flow with constant F and K,, the layer could be expected to 
exhibit an equilibrium state for which $Cf, a,, H ,  G and p are all independent of x. This 
expectation has been experimentally verified in the present investigation for positive 
K, and F .  For K,  < 0 (adverse pressure gradients) (10) indicates that equilibrium flow 
is possible only for F < 0 (suction). Fully rough flows with K, and F constant are 
equilibrium flows in the Rotta sense since (3)-(5) are satisfied. 

The variation of the free-stream velocity required for an equilibrium flow is found 
by integration of (9) with K, = constant to be 

um/um,o = exp [Kp(x-xd/~I,  (12) 

where the subscript 0 indicates the position at which the velocity variation begins. 
This agrees with Rotta's (1962) result, but from the development above it is clear that 
fully rough flow is required for the velocity variation (12) to give an equilibrium flow. 
For transitionally rough flow, $Cf is a function not only of s2/r and F ,  but also of Um. 
Thus a constant-K, flow would not be an equilibrium flow for a transitionally rough 
turbulent boundary layer. 

The equivalent sand grain roughness of the present rough surface according to 
Schlichting (1968, p. 587) is 1.2%. Hence the conversion of the K ,  values reported to 
values based on ks is easily made, if needed. 

The definition of K,  for fully rough flows is analogous to that of the acceleration 
parameter used for smooth-wall boundary layers: 
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An accelerating turbulent flow on a smooth wall with K = constant (Kays 6 Moffat 
1975) yields a boundary layer with constant ReB2. This flow is an equilibrium flow 
in the sense that mean velocity profiles become similar and G and /3 are constant, but 
is not truly an equilibrium flow in the sense of (3)-(5)  since d8,/dz N l/U: 4 constant. 

3. Experimental apparatus and measurement techniques 
The experimental apparatus is a closed-loop wind tunnel using air as both the 

primary and the transpiration fluid. Air temperature is controlled using water-cooled 
heat exchangers in both the primary and the transpiration loop. The test section is 
2.44m long, 0.508m wide and 0.102m high a t  its entrance. A flexible Plexiglas 
upper wall can be adjusted to give the desired variation in U,. 

The test surface consists of 24 plates each 0.102 m in the axial direction. The plates 
(figure 1, plate I )  are 12.7 mm thick and uniformly porous. They are constructed of 
11 layers of 1.27 mm diameter oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper spheres 
packed in the most dense array and brazed together. This configuration produces 
a rough test surface which is uniform and deterministic. Each plate has individual 
electrical power and transpiration air controls and thermocouples for determining 
the plate temperature. 

The free-stream velocity at the test-section inlet was nominally 26.8 m/s, with 
a free-stream turbulence intensity of 0.4 yo. All data were taken with a 12.7 mm wide, 
0.80 mm high phenolic trip installed 76 mm upstream of the test surface. The turbulent 
boundary layer was in a fully rough state for all cases reported. 

All velocity measurements were made in isothermal flow using linearized constant- 
temperature hot-wire anemometry. Measurements of U and- were obtained with 
a DISA 55P05 horizontal boundary-layer probe consisting of 5pm diameter tungsten 
wire with gold-plated ends. Measurements of d2, wI2 and UIZI' were made with a 
DISA 55F02 45' slanted probe also consisting of 5pm diameter tungsten wire with 
gold-plated ends. The slanted wire could be rotated about the probe axis with stops 
positioned 45" apart. 

The physical size of the test section and the porosity of the plates imposed limitations 
on the strengths of the accelerations which could be investigated. The height of 
the tunnel (0.102 m at the nozzle exit) limited both the length and the severity of the 
acceleration region since interference of the top-wall boundary layer with that on the 
test surface was carefully avoided. Since the plates were porous, the pressure gradient 
in the axial direction induced flow through the plates even with the transpiration 
supply valves closed. No effects of the induced transpiration were apparent in the data. 
From an analysis of this phenomenon, it was concluded that the quantitative effect 
of the induced transpiration was negligible, certainly for the mildest acceleration 
and the blown acceleration runs. The qualitative trends in all the data (and the 
conclusions drawn from them) are believed to be free of the effects of induced 
transpiration. 

Tabular data listings and details of the experimental apparatus, measurement 
techniques and qualification tests were given by Coleman (1976). 

-- 
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1 0 - 3  

I .0 10.0 

62lr 
FIGURE 2. Skin-friction coefficients for K,  = 0, P = 0. 0,  present data; 

A, Pimenta; 0, Healzer; -, equation (14). 

4. Results and discussion 
The experimental programme covered five different cases : 

11) K ,  = 0, B = O  (baseline), 
(2) K,  = 0.15 x 10-3, P = o (equilibrium), 
(3) K, = 0.29 x 10-3, P = o (equilibrium), 
(4) K, = 0.29 x P = 0.0039 (equilibrium), 
(5) K = 0.29 x P = 0 (non-equilibrium). 

Case 1 was run as a baseline set and to compare the present data with those of Pimenta 
(1975) for identical conditions. Cases 2-4 were equilibrium acceleration runs for the 
fully rough turbulent boundary layer. In  case 5 the smooth-wall acceleration para- 
meter K = vU;2dU,/dx was maintained constant. This represents a non-equilibrium 
run for the fully rough layer. 

In setting up each of the equilibrium runs, the value of K, and the x position at  which 
the acceleration was begun were matched with the S,, H and +C, data taken at that 
position for K,  = 0, using (10). Thus the boundary layer entered the region of accelera- 
tion near the proper equilibrium state for the K,. applied, and the length of run required 
to achieve equilibrium was minimized. 

Zero-pressure-gradient data 

Skin-friction coefficients for case 1 are compared in figure 2 with those reported by 
Healzer (1974) and Pimenta (1975). Healzer differentiated his momentum-thickness 
measurements to obtain SC,, while the shear-stress method of Andersen, Kays & 
Moffat (1975) was used in this study and also by Pimenta. The results of Pimenta and 
the present data show good agreement, while the data of Healzer deviate slightly from 
the others at  the larger values of SJr. The correlation of Pimenta for 1.0 < Sdr < 10.0, 

&2' = 0.00328(S2/r)-0'175, (14) 
is also plotted. 
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FIGURE 3. Typical mean velocity profile for K,  = 0. Ay = 0.15mm. 

-, U/U,  = (O.41)-'1n[(y+Ay)/ks]+8.5; ----,  U / U ,  = (0.4l)-lln[(y+Ay) UT/v ]+5 .0 .  

The skin-friction coefficients in this study were calculated from 

To obtain (15), the momentum equation (incorporating the usual boundary-layer 
assumptions but allowing pm = p,(x)) and the continuity equation are integrated 
from the surface to a position y1 in the boundary layer. Then measurement of succes- 
sive velocity profiles in the x direction and of%%' at  y = y1 for each x allows &Cf to be 
calculated. The position y1 was always 3.30mm for the data reported, since the 
rotatable slanted hot wire used to measureu" was limited to y > 3.18 mm. Although 
the axial variation of pm was included in the calculations, numerically it was insigni- 
ficant in all cases in this study. 

A typical velocity profile for case 1 is shown in figure 3 ws. (y+Ay)/6,. Since the 
normal co-ordinate y is referred to the plane of the crests of the spherical elements 
comprising the test surface, the wall shift Ay gives the location of the 'apparent wall ' 
for the mean velocity. This wall shift was determined by the method suggested by 
Monin & Yaglom (1971, p. 287). If a logarithmic law-of-the-wall region exists in the 
velocity profile, it  can be shown that 

- U = -In 1 (--), y + A y  
u7 K 
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Y l  6 
FIUURE 4. Components of turbulent kinetic energy for K ,  = 0. 0,  present data; 

A, Pimenta; -, uT/Vm, Klebanoff (smooth wall). 

where zo and Ay are constants. The value of U, being known from the *Cf calculations, 
Ay was varied until a value was determined from (16) for which zo was constant. 

The present data agree well with Schlichting’s (1968, p. 581) expression for fully 
rough flow 

The value of ks used ( 1 . 2 5 ~ )  was determined from Schlichting’s value for a geo- 
metrically similar surface and not by back-fitting (17). The smooth-wall ‘law of the 
wall’ is also shown in the figure for reference. 

Measurements of the three components of the turbulent kinetic energy normalized 
by U: are shown in figure 4. The present measurements agree well with those of 
Pimenta for the same flow conditions. Comparison of the fully rough data with the 

data of Klebanoff (1955) for a smooth wall shows several important characteristics 
of fully rough flow (also noted by Pimenta). First, for fully rough flow the peak in p i s  
moved out from the wall, lowered and spread over a greater portion of the layer than 
is the case for smooth-wall flows. Second, the effect of the roughness is felt across 
practically the entire layer in the form of increased turbulence energy and an altered 
distribution. This behaviour is also observed in the data of Blake (1970). Thus an 
assumption that the effect of roughness is confined to the near-wall region is not valid 
for the turbulent kinetic energy components. Pimenta showed that this effect was not 
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FIGURE 5(c). For legend we facing page. 

due to the greater free-stream turbulence ( z 0.4 %) in the present tunnel as compared 
with that of Klebanoff ( w 0.02 yo). He also showed that the use of U, as the normalizing 
velocity did not collapse the smooth- and rough-wall results, as was suggested by 
Hinze (1959, p. 490) on the basis of measurements by Corrsin & Kistler (1954) over 
two-dimensional roughness elements. 

Data with acceleration 

The behaviour observed for the four cases of accelerated flow investigel:d is sum- 
marized in figures 5(a)-(4.  The variation of K, and the response of the integral 
quantities a,, H and +C, are shown us. the distance x along the test section. 

In case 2 (figure 5a),  K, was maintained a t  a constant value of 0.15 x from 
x = 1.12m to x = 2.24m, with the free-stream velocity increasing from 26.8m/s to 
35.1 m/s. The momentum thickness, boundary-layer shape factor and skin-friction 
coefficient all appear to reach constant values in the constant-K, region, indicating 
that equilibrium flow was established. From ( 1 )  and (11)  it is evident that G and p 
become constant also. The conditions for exact equilibrium flow given by (3)-(5) are 
therefore satisfied. 

was established, 
are shown in figures 5 ( b )  and ( c ) .  In  case 3, P = 0, while in case 4 the blowing fraction 
had a uniform value (P = 0.0039) along the entire test section. In  both these cases, 

Data for cases 3 and 4, for which a region where K, = 0.29 x 
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FIGURE 5. Summary data for (a) Kr = 0.15 x 
( b )  K ,  = 0.29 x 
equilibrium acceleration (case 4) and (d) K = 0.28 x 
(case 5). 

3’ = 0, equilibrium acceleration (case 2), 
P = 0.0039, 

P = 0, non-equilibrium acceleration 
P = 0, equilibrium acceleration (case 3), (c) K ,  = 0.29 x 

K, was constant from x = 0.61 m to x = 1-32 m. The free-stream velocity increased 
from 26.8m/s to 39.3m/s, and equilibrium flow was observed in the acceleration 
region, S,, H and +C, all approaching constant values. 

non-equilibrium case are presented in figure 5 ( d ) .  
The smooth-wall acceleration parameter K was constant from x = 0.61 m to x = 1.32 m. 
The free-stream velocity increased from 26.8 m/s to 45-7 m/s and K ,  varied from 
0.25 x 10-3 to 0.50 x 10-3 in this region. The shape parameter H decreased along the 
entire test section. The momentum thickness S, increased as the layer entered the region 
of acceleration, then levelled off and finally decreased. This S, behaviour is similar 
to that observed by Julien, Kays & Moffat (1969) and Loyd, Moffat & Kays (1970) in an 
asymptotic accelerated smooth-wall layer. The skin-friction coefficient showed very 
Iittle variation, and appeared to remain about constant. This is not surprising con- 
sidering the small variation of the momentum thickness in the acceleration region. 

In  the acceleration regions of cases 2-4 the equilibrium skin-friction coefficients can 
be found from (10) rewritten as 

Data for the K = 0.28 x 

aCf = K,( 2 + H )  (a&) - F .  (18) 
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FIGURE 6. Effect of acceleration on roughness Reynolds number. K,: 0,0; 0, 0-15 x 

V, location where acceleration begins for K,  = 0.15 x 

Values of 9Cf from (18) agree with those calculated using (15) to within approximately 
5 yo for the unblown cases and 10 % for the case F = 0.0039. When compared in 
(&‘,,&/r) co-ordinates, the F = 0 accelerated data, agree to within about 5 yo with 
the K,  = 0 values. 

The variation of the roughness Reynolds number with x is shown in figure 6 for 
cases 1 and 2. The significant increase in Re, with acceleration was observed in all 
accelerated data of this study. This behaviour has important implications. The utility 
of the roughness Reynolds number lies in its magnitude relative to the thickness of 
the viscous sublayer. According to the traditional argument, for Re, < 5 the roughness 
elements do not penetrate the sublayer and the flow retains its smooth-wall character- 
istics. For 5 < Re, < 55-70 (depending on the data and/or author) the flow is ‘ transi- 
tionally’ rough, and for Re, > 55-70 the flow is fully rough. These ranges are all for 
F = 0. Since Re, increases in the acceleration region, the roughness elements protrude 
further out into the layer (in a non-dimensional sense) in this region. There is no 
viscous sublayer present in the fully rough layer, so the increase in Re, with 
acceleration can be viewed as making it more difficult for a viscous sublayer to form. 

This observation is important when one considers the behaviour of accelerated 
smooth-wall flow. Kays & Moffat (1975) note that experimental evidence indicates 
that acceleration of a smooth-wall turbulent boundary layer causes an increase in the 
thickness of the viscous sublayer. In addition, the results of many investigations have 
shown that acceleration of a smooth-wall turbulent layer causes it to develop towards 
a state resembling laminar flow. Consideration of these smooth-wall accelerated flow 
characteristics might lead one to expect a fully rough turbulent boundary layer 
subjected to a favourable pressure gradient to develop first transitionally rough, then 
finally smooth-wall characteristics. The present results indicate that this is not the 
case. On the contrary, acceleration makes a fully rough flow appear ‘rougher’ in the 
sense that the roughness elements protrude further, non-dimensionally, into the 
turbulent layer. 

The similarity of mean velocity profiles in an equilibrium acceleration is 
demonstrated in figure 7 for the case K ,  = 0.15 x Profiles are shown a t  the 
three positions x-x, = 0*56m, 0.76m and 1.07 m, where xa is the position a t  which 
K,  becomes constant. The similarity, extending down to the data point closest to the 
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FIQTJRE 7. Mean velocity profiles illustrating similarity in equilibrium acceleration region 
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FIQTJRE 8. Mean velocity profile plotted using shifted wall position. K ,  = 0.15 x lo-*, 

2-2, = 0*76m,, Ay = 0.15mm. Curves same as for figure 3. 

surface (0-15 mm), was also observed in the other two equilibrium accelerations. As 
would be expected, no such similarity was observed in the non-equilibrium accele- 
ration. 
The mean velocity profile at x - x a  = 0-76m from case 2 is plotted in figure 8 in 

co-ordinates using the wall shift described earlier. The smooth-wall 'law of the wall' 
and Schlichting's expression (1 7) for fully rough flow are shown for comparison. 

Comparison of the present profile with Schlichting's expression shows that the 
constant would have to be increased from 8.5 to approximately 9.1 to match the 
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FIGURE 9. Profiles of (a) turbulent kinetic energy components, illustrating similarity in 
equilibrium acceleration region, and ( b )  Reynolds shear stress in equilibrium acceleration region. 
K ,  = 0-15 x z-z, (m): 0, 0.56; Q, 1.07. 

accelerated data. The reason for this shift is not known, though it should be remem- 
bered that the value 8.5 was determined from Nikuradse’s results for flow in a rough 
pipe. The decrease in the value of hUIU, between the smooth-wall law of the wall and 
the present data when acceleration is imposed should not, in the authors’ opinion, 
be taken as an indicat,ion that the flow is tending towards the transitionally rough 
state. The u’2 profiles presented later exhibit none of the transitionally rough charac- 
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teristics described by Pimenta (1975) for zero-pressure-gradient flows on this surface. 
In addition, the increase in Re, in the acceleration region indicates a trend away from, 
rather than towards, the transitionally rough state. 

It was found that A y  = 0.15mm for all the mean velocity profiles in the present 
unblown cases. Since this is the same as the value found by Pimenttt for his zero- 
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pressure-gradient data, i t  can be concluded that, for the K,  range of this study and 
P = 0, Ay is unaffected by favourable pressure gradients and does not vary with x. 
This result is quite different from that reported by Perry et al. (1969), who investigated 
turbulent boundary-layer flow over two-dimensional roughness elements for both 
zero and adverse pressure gradients. They found that Ay varied with x, and in fact 
was actually larger than the roughness height under some adverse-pressure-gradient 
condi tions. 

The three components of the turbulent kinetic energy are shown in figure 9 (a) for 
the case K ,  = 0 1 5  x at 2 - za = 0.56 m and 1.07 m. Similarity of these quantities 
in the flow direction is evident. The Reynolds-stress profiles at the same positions are 
shown in figure 9 (a). The difference between the two profiles is of the order of 10 yo. 
The results shown in these two figures indicate that the expected state of similarity is 
being approached by components of the Reynolds-stress tensor, the data suggesting 
that UIZ)) possibly requires a greater distance than the normal stresses to become truly 
similar. 

The effect of acceleration on the turbulence field is shown in figures 10 and 11. 
Profiles of .‘“lug us. y/6 are shown in figure 10 for the cases K,  = 0 and 0.15 x 10-3. 
The decrease in axial turbulence intensity with acceleration is quite evident and similar 
to the behaviour observed for accelerated smooth-wall flows by Badri Narayanan & 
Ramjee (1969). When the profiles are compared in figure 11 (where the data are norma- 
lized by UZ,), one observes that the peaks inU” nearly coincide when UZ, scaling is 
used but are displaced in level if U,“ scaling is used, as was the case in figure 10. This 
near coincidence of the peaks when normalized by UZ, provides a convenient refer- 
ence level when comparing the profiles. 

All three components of the turbulent kinetic energy for the cases K,  = 0 and 
0.15 x are compared in figure 11 asT/UZ, us. y/S. As stated above, the level of the 
u’ component in these co-ordinates is changed very little by acceleration for y/6 < 0.1. 
The vf  and w f  components are substantially lower than the K,  = 0 data in the region 
y/S z 0.1, while in the outer region (y/6 2 0.2) all three components are lowered by 
approximately 40 yo compared with the K ,  = 0 values. Thus, when compared with the 
unaccelerated data, the level of turbulent kinetic energy is decreased over the entire 
layer by acceleration and the turbulence structure is much more anisotropic in the 
inner region. Unfortunately, no measurements of the v’ and w‘ components in a smooth- 
wall accelerated layer have been reported, so no comparison of rough- and smooth-wall 
behaviour with acceleration is possible. 

The effect of acceleration on the Reynolds shear stress is shown in figure 12, where 
profiles of - a / U :  are shown for the cases K,  = 0 and K ,  = 0.15 x 10-3. The behaviour 
of UT with acceleration is similar to that calculated by Kearney, Moffat & Kays (1970) 
for the smooth-wall accelerated layer. No measurements of this term in the smooth- 
wall accelerated layer have been published to the knowledge of the authors. The 
observed decrease in - ~ l U ~  with acceleration leads one to expect a probable de- 
crease in the non-dimensional production of turbulent kinetic energy with accelera- 
tion. 

Consideration of the turbulent kinetic energy equation and the equations for the 
energies in the three components allows some insight into the behaviour observed in 
the accelerated turbulent field. The time-averaged turbulent kinetic energy equation 
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0, K, = 0; 0, K, = 0.15 x 2-2, = 1.07m. 

for steady flow without body forces can be written as (see, for example, Monin & 
Yaglom 1971, p. 381) 

--- 
axi 3 23 a3 axg au; pzEj a l ax t ,  (19) 
a - (EU, + &pui ui u; + p’ u; - u! a! .) = - v!. - - 

- where 

and 
E = &PU;U; = BPq2 

= pv(au;/axj + a u p x , ) .  

The terms on the left side of (19) are, respectively, the spatial transfer of turbulent 
kinetic energy per unit volume by the mean motion, by the turbulence fluctuations, by 
the ‘pressure diffusion’ and by the viscous shear stresses of the turbulence field. The 
terms on the right-hand side are the dissipation of E by molecular viscosity and the 
production of E by the interaction of the Reynolds-stress tensor with the mean 
velocity gradients. 

Figure 13 presents calculations of the turbulent kinetic energy production for 
Pimenta’s zero-pressure-gradient data and the present K,  = 0.15 x data. From 
(19), the production term can be written (using the standard boundary-layer assump- 
tions) as 

The second and third terms are normally neglected in zero-pressure-gradient flows. 
In  the calculations presented in figure 13, the last term in (20) was neglected since 
measurements of were made much closer to the wall than those of p. Thus the 
results shown present an upper bound on the effect of the pressure gradient through 
the aU/ax terms. Values of a determined from (15) were used in the calculations 
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since comparison with the measured profiles showed agreement to within a few 
per cent and the calculations from (15) yielded values of a closer to the surface than 
were possible to obtain with the probe. 

In  a boundary layer subjected to a favourable pressure gradient, the u)2 term in (20) 
is negative and thus appears as a sink of turbulent kinetic energy. Hinze (1 959, p. 66) 
noted that one should expect a decrease in q2 as a result. Such a decrease in turbulence 
energy was noted in the present accelerated data (see figure 11, for example). However, 
the results shown in figure 13 indicate that for the present data the production is 
decreased with acceleration primarily because of changes in the distributions of 
- 

The equations for the three components of E contain terms similar to those in (19) 
and, in addition, the terms p' au'lax, p' av'lay and p' aw'1a.z appear on the right-hand 
side of the uf2, v'2 and equations respectively. Since these three additional terms 
sum to zero by continuity, they do not appear in the equation for the total turbulent 
kinetic energy. Thus these pressure fluctuation/turbulence field interaction terms 

and aU/ay,  while the sink term remains of negligible magnitude. 

-- 
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transfer energy among the components of E ,  but play no direct role in the spatial 
transfer of turbulence energy. 

In  the flows of this investigation, all the terms of the production u;uiaq/axi are 
negligible except u’v’ aU/ay (see figure 13). Therefore the entire turbulent kinetic 
energy production goes into the u’2 component of E ,  and the 21’2 and 3 components 
receive energy only through the pressure fluctuation/turbulence field interaction 
terms described above. Since the effect of acceleration is to make the fully rough layer 
much more anisotropic in the inner region, acceleration must decrease the sum of the 
pressure fluctuation transfer (source) and dissipation (sink) terms in t h e 3  and w’2 
equations. This argument can be carried further only if one assumes that the dissipa- 
tion is affected only slightly by acceleration: under this assumption, it would have 
to be true that the correlations between p‘ and av’/ay or aw’/az are decreased signi- 
ficantly by acceleration. 

- 
- 

Figure 14 presents the measured correlation coefficients R,, and Rge, where 

and 

The measured values for all four acceleration cases and tht; zero-pressure-gradient 
case are in excellent agreement with those (Ruv M 0.45, Rq, M 0.15) reported for both 
smooth-wall layers (Bradshaw 1967; Orlando, Moffat & Kays 1974) and zero-pressure- 
gradient rough-wall layers (Pimenta 1975). It thus appears that the relationship 
between the Reynolds shear stress and the diagonal components of the tensor is truly 
universal and independent of boundary conditions. 

Since the turbulent shear and turbulent kinetic energy are generated primarily 
during periods of bursting (Kline et al. 1967; Kim, Kline &Reynolds 1971), it  is 
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logical to propose that the apparently universal values of R,, and R,s observed in 
boundary layers result from n universal attribute of the bursting and decay process 
itself. Grass (1971), who reported results of a hydrogen-bubble investigation of 
a turbulent water channel flow over a pebble-type rough surface, observed that the 
bursting process appeared to be more vigorous in the fully rough than in the smooth- 
wall case. The inrushing fluid interacted with the fluid among the roughness elements 
(which is more energetic than that in the viscous sublayer on a smooth wall), and in 
the ejection phase of the process the fluid moved almost vertically upwards. These 
results are consistent with Pimenta’s results of higher turbulence energy through the 
layer in the fully rough state. Thus the levels of shear stress and energy are influenced 
by the vigour of the bursting process and, consequently, the boundary conditions. 
However, it appears from all the data available that, in any flow where the level of 
turbulence is generated and maintained by the bursting process, the relationship 
between the components of the Reynolds-stress tensor is fixed by the basic attributes 
of the bursting and decay mechanisms and is independent of boundary conditions. 

The effects of acceleration on the components of q2 in a fully rough layer with blow- 
ing are shown in figure 15. The data points are for the case K,  = 0-29 x and 
P = 0.0039 of the present study, while the solid lines for K,  = 0 and F = 0.0039 are 
from Pimenta (1975). Comparison of the two sets of data yields several important 
points. Acceleration decreases all components of q2 in the outer region much as it does 
in the unblown layers. However, the behaviour in the inner region is quite different 
from that in the unblown cases. The degree of anisotropy in the accelerated data is 
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about the same a t  y /S  M 0.2 as in the zero-pressure-gradient data. Pimenta found that, 
for K ,  = 0 and fully rough flow, blowing produced a more isotropic turbulence field 
than that of an unblown layer. It seems probable that blowing and acceleration have 
opposite effects on the correlations between p' and av'lay or aw'/az and thus on the 
redistribution of energy among the components of q2. For the present combination 
of K,  = 0.29 x 10-3 and F = 0.0039, it appears that the effects of acceleration and 
blowing on the turbulence field in the inner region are approximately equal and 
opposite. Unfortunately, the probe size prevented acquisition of v' and w' data for 
y/S < 0.1, and the trends inside this region are undetermined. 
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FIGURE 1. Close-up photograph of' the rough test surface. Sphere diameter is 1.27 mm. 
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